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the "PAMPERED POODLE"
(with

melted cheddar ,heese I

"Our Specialty"
"Your Treat"
at the . . .

Pampered Poodle
130 WILLOW ST. CV 6-9978
Open: II to 10.30 pm,
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State Cleaners
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Some day service at no
extra cost!

ALTERATIONS and REPAIRS

53 W. SAN FERNANDO

Really!! Burgers are only I8c

S

Satisfaction in every burger

YOU at

price

All work done in
our own plant
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O’BRIEN’S
110411110001
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144
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LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

First & Keyes

Fourth & Julian

Santa Clara & Deimos
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C. G. Erb. grad.- of Carrier Air Group 19.
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Wednesday May 26. 1954
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You Can’t Beat This!

MILK SHAKES . . . . 15*
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SANDWICHES
BOX LUNCHES
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Enchiladas To Go 25$
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"What a pleasure to find
filter cigarette with a real
cigarette taste, and the best
filter of them all. There’s nothing like L&M filters!"
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San Jose Catering Service
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JACK AHEARN. Mgr.

135 E. SAN ANTIONIO STREET
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Notion-Wide
Demand for 1M
Drops Price !

Star of "Th Toahout of the August Moon"
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Save up to 40a pack
._400a carton!
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Since L&M Filters were put on sale
across the country they have gained a

.is the ’Ado! of -Scat
betvi een Vast :mil
1,- heil in MI I,v the
.e. sit), Pies::

nation-wide demand never before
equalled by any other cigarette in so
-.hurt a time.
Already, thousands of big -city dealers
report L&M their largest selling filter
cigarette!
Why have L&M Filters rolled up sales
records like this? Because for the first
time filter tip smokers are -getting what
they want . . . much more flavor and
aroma with much less nicotine.
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JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
1. THE MIRACLE TIP... L&Nyc exchhivc

filter tip
contains Alpliri Cm iliilose . . . for most effective filtration. Selects .ind remove’s the heavy particles, leaving
you a LiKlit and Mild smoke.

2. PUREST AND BEST filter made. Exclusive with um.
Result of 3 years of scientific research . . . 3 years
rejecting other filters. This is it!

THE

III/
MONOGR kV CIGARETTE
bight

and

3. MUCH MORE FLAVOR... MUCH LESS NICOTINE.
L&111 Filters arc the first filter cigarettes to taste the
way a cigarette should. The premium quality tobaccos
. . and the miracle filter work together to give you
plenty of good taste.

LM_AMERICA’S HIGHEST QUALITY AND BEST FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

A

